Application:

Collection of PVC pipes from the extrusion line and delivering them into the storage yard as well as loading pipes on lorries. Muna Noor found the most efficient, quickest and safe mode by applying a sideloader from Bulmor. The choice of a 7ton diesel sideloader with a 6m spreader beam enables the operator to manoeuvre 12m long pipes easily through the production hall and store them in the yard safely. Regular forklift drivers managed to learn the truck operation immediately and still drive it with a smile.

Besides of evident advantages of Bulmor side-loaders also the reliable service provided by our Partner Teejan Equipment LLC made the choice a sound decision.

Muna Noor:

Muna Noor was set up 42 years ago as a plastic pipe manufacturer and as one of the first companies in Oman. Muna Noor can offer unique pipe solutions for modern, unconventional and economic pipe laying applications in dredging, desalination, water and sewage, irrigation, oil and gas, telecoms, industrial, mining, construction and infrastructure sectors. The Muna Noor brand is synonymous with superior pipe manufacturing and their products are being installed throughout the Middle East and internationally.